
There are resources available to help you as a tutor. All our qualifications have a
PowerPoint to help you deliver the learning outcomes for each unit. These are pre-
designed, so you simply need to choose the slides you want to use with your leaners.
Then present them via your remote learning platform.

In the Tutor Resources we have made suggestions of activities throughout. You have
the flexibility to choose which activities to use with your learners to meet the
learning outcomes.

We have provided alternative activities for each unit that are suitable for digital
delivery / home learning. Throughout the PowerPoints these activities are easily
marked with a computer screen icon.

The Learner Evidence Records available for all of our qualifications provide an easy
way for your learners to record their progress. These can be completed at home via
an interactive PDF, paper based or google docs version.

We know that providing content for home learning is a challenge, so we have created
seven home learning challenges to help you. There is over 28 hours of learning
provided free of charge for active Centres. They complement the existing
qualifications by expanding on the skills taught. They are available via a printout,
digital PDF or Google Docs so can be easily set as home learning.
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Remote Delivery Guidance
Lockdown doesn't stop Leadership!We appreciate that another lockdown as a
result of the Covid-19 has brought yet another change to howwe need to work.

The Covid-19 pandemic has created a great deal of change for everyone, but
undoubtedly the lives of young people have been turned upside down. Youth
unemployment rates are rising, children have experienced toxic stress because of
lockdowns and physical activity is at its lowest level.

These are just some of the knock-on effects - what is clear is that we need to be
here for our young people nowmore than ever and SLQ Sports Leaders is here to
help.

Throughout the summer of 2020 wemade some simple adaptations to our
Qualifications to make sure that our Centres are supported to continue delivery to
young people at this crucial time.

Here are some things we have done to help make it easy for you to deliver our
Qualifications remotely or to learners at home: -


